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List of Forthcoming Articles 
CYCLES IN BIPARTITE GRAPHS. Bill Jackson, Goldsmiths College of London, London. 
ENGLAND. 
CHROMATIC POLYNOMIALS FOR REGULAR GRAPHS AND MOCI~FIED WHEELS. Beatrice Loerinc, 
Department of Statistics, Baruch College. 17 Lexington Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10010 USA: 
and Earl Glen Whitehead, Jr.. Deparrment of Mathematics & Stalislics, University qf 
Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. PA 15260, USA. 
A CENSUS OF NON-RECONSTRUCTABLE DLGRAPHS, I: SIX RELATED FAMILIES. Paul K. 
Stockmeyer. Department of Mathemafics and Computer Science, College of William and 
Mary. Williamsburg, Virginia 23185, USA. 
HAMILTONIAN DECOMPOSITION OF LEXICOGRAPHIC PRODUCT. Z. Baranyai and Gy R. S&z. 
E&os Lorcind University. Budapest. HVNGAR Y. 
ON A NEW DIGRAPH RECONSTRUCTION CONJECTURE. S. Ramachandran, Aditanar College, 
Tiruchendur. Tamil Nadu, 628216, INDIA. 
~-COLORED TRIANGLES IN EDGE-COLORED COMPLETE GRAPHS II. D. T. Busolini. 
Mathematics Group, The HatJeld Polytechnic, P. 0. Box 109. College Lane, Hatfield, 
Herts. UNITED KINGDOM. 
ON .rHE ARC-CHROMATIC NUMBER OF A DIGRAPH. S. Poljak. KZAA MFF, Charles 
University. Sokolocskd 83. Praha 8, CZECHOSLOVAKIA; and V. RBdl, Faculty of 
Nuclear Engineering, Deparrment of Mathematics, Husova 5, Praha I, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 
NON-SEPARATING INDUCED CYCLES IN GRAPHS. Carsten Thomassen, Matematisk Institut. 
Aarhus Unirersitet. Ny Munkegade, DK-8000 Aarhus C, DENMARK; and Bjarne Taft. 
Matematisk Institut. Odense Universiter, DK-5230 Odense M, DENMARK. 
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